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Abstract:
Our final aim is to produce the high level security while not degraded quality of service. Future applications that create use of conveyance networking span a good vary of use cases. We will distinguish 3 main teams of applications: 1) safety applications, 2) traffic potency applications, and 3) docudrama services (non-safety). The non-safety applications need high information measure and powerful security to support transmission services for conveyance users. To support transmission services for conveyance users, the networks that have high information measure, like cellular and satellite networks, area unit thought of. WiMAX is raising broadband wireless technology geared toward providing high-speed net of one hundred Mb/s at a conveyance speed of up to 350 km/h. robust security design and hasty authentication strategies area unit required to mitigate the prevailing security threats in 4G multi-hop wireless networks. Conversely, the network QoS shouldn't be degraded whereas enhancing security. Thus, we tend to propose QoS-aware distributed security design for 4G wireless networks.

Index terms: WiMAX(worldwide interoperable microwave access),QoS(quality of service),distributed security design

Introduction:
In this chapter, we tend to area unit keeping introduction regarding necessary of project modules. WiMAX may be a standards-based technology enabling the delivery of walk wireless broadband access as an alternate to wired broadband like cable and subscriber line. WiMAX provides mounted, nomadic, and transportable and, soon, mobile wireless broadband property while not the necessity for directs line-of-sight with a base station. the planning of the WiMAX is right for challenges connected with earlier versions of wired and wireless access networks. At a similar time the backhaul connects the WiMAX system to the network, it's not Associate in Nursing integrated a part of WiMAX system. Unremarkably a WiMAX network consists of 2 elements, a WiMAX Base Station (BS) and a WiMAX receiver additionally referred as client Premise instrumentality (CPE). Backhaul is truly a association system from the Access purpose (AP) back to the supplier and to the association from the supplier to the network. A backhaul will taken off any technology and media provided; it connects the system to the backbone. In most of the WiMAX deployments circumstances, it's additionally attainable to attach many base stations with each other by use of high speed backhaul microwave links. this may additionally leave roaming by a WiMAX subscriber from one base station coverage space to a different, kind of
like roaming enabled by mobile phone. The big selection of the WiMAX technology depends on the peak of the antennas, if they're put in at the acceptable position from wherever there's no barrier between the transmitter and receiver, then we are able to recuperate vary and repair from it. even supposing the frequency for operation of WiMAX isn't definite, the foremost possible band at three.5GHz is higher in frequency than the 3G bands at around a pair of.1 GHz. Range will, as a result, be lower, maybe somewhere between five hundredth and seventy fifth of the vary of 3G. WiMAX will thus support thirty to fifty kilometers distance with Line-of-Sight (LOS) links. As way as Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) links in involved WiMAX will support the broad vary from three to ten kilometers exploitation advanced modulation algorithmic rule that may overcome several officious objects that Wi-Fi systems cannot withstand. glorious Quality Of service management donates from type of WiMAX options. even as on a Wi-Fi network, WiMAX users share an information pipe and QoS will degrade as a lot of users area unit additional to the network. exploitation the QoS options of WiMAX service suppliers will guarantee sure users specific information measure amounts by limiting the information measure consumption of alternative users. Our final aim is to resolve the ASN GW relocation drawback effectively and minimize relinquishment delay and packet loss. we tend to additionally applied a straightforward admission management to the network so as to boost our algorithmic rule performance. Adopting a correct admission management algorithmic rule to decrease network load may be a thanks to improve the algorithmic rule performance. quality is that the most significant feature of a wireless cellular communication system. Usually, continuous service is achieved by supporting football play (or handover) from one cell to a different. football play is the method of adjusting the channel (frequency, time slot, spreading code, or combination of them) related to this association whereas a decision is ongoing. it's typically initiated either by crossing a cell boundary or by deterioration in quality of the signal within the current channel. football play is split into 2 broad classes onerous and soft handoffs. They’re additionally characterized by “break before make” and “make before break.” In onerous handoffs, current resources area unit free before new resources area unit used; in soft handoffs, each existing and new resources area unit used throughout the football play method. Poorly designed football play schemes tend to get terribly serious sign traffic and, thereby, a dramatic decrease in quality of service (QoS).

A hard handoff play happens once the recent association is broken before a replacement association is activated. The performance analysis of a tough handoff relies on numerous initiation criteria. it's assumed that the signal is averaged over time, so speedy fluctuations attributable to the multipath nature of the radio atmosphere will be eliminated. Varied studies are done to work out the form in addition because the length of the averaging window and therefore the older measurements could also be unreliable. Figure 1.2 shows a MS moving from one Bachelor of Science (BS1) to a different (BS2). The mean signal strength of BS1 decreases because the MS moves faraway from it. Similarly, the mean signal strength of BS2 will increase because the MS approaches it. This figure is employed to clarify numerous approaches represented within the following subdivision.
WiMAX-compliant instrumentation are allowed to control in each accredited and unlicensed bands. The minimum channel information measure for WiMAX usage is one.75 megacycle per channel, whereas ten megacycles is taken into account as associate degree optimum. Although 2.4 gigacycle and 5Hz non-licensed bands area unit for the most part out there, their usage may well be restricted to trials thanks to the risks of interference preventing QoS commitments. The 2.5 and 3.5 gigacycle accredited bands are the foremost common bands for WiMAX applications. It ought to be noted that the five gigacycle band is additionally part accredited in some countries. Most countries have already allotted accredited spectrum, usually to alternate operators. still giant quantities of spectrum area unit still in method of allocation, and a few countries haven't even outlined any WiMAX accredited bands nevertheless. WiMAX is intended to accommodate either Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) that is additional suited to enterprise traffic, or Time Division

**Related Works:**

[1] during this paper, author describe a framework for QoS support in such NGNs, Next Generation networks wherever multi-interface terminals area unit given end-to-end QoS guarantees despite their purpose of attachment. The framework supports media freelance handovers, triggered either by the user or by the network, to optimize network resources distribution. This Framework not solely flows area unit supplied with service guarantees seamlessly, however conjointly operators area unit given the flexibility to reconfigure the distribution of network resources to optimize performance. This framework will account for the challenges to be tackled in NGNs with a versatile and ascendible answer.

[2] during this paper, author projected a psychological feature framework victimization AN biological process formula, Swarm Intelligence, is projected. This framework uses a unique approach that utilizes a value perform that chooses the best parameters to supply AN adaptative quality of service (QoS) supported the user’s wants. This approach ensures ability and measurability between completely different modulation techniques within the physical layer and enhances security against Denial of Service attacks like electronic jamming attacks and sign attack. Modulations like OFDM, W-CDMA, to evaluate period of time psychological feature network aren't incorporated in our gift work. 

[3] During this paper, author projected a framework for quality of service provisioning over the air interfaces in future wireless networks, together with 3G sweetening and psychological feature mobile networks. The framework relies on the paradigm of service categories, whereby every category will exhibit a characteristic behavior in terms of resource allocation over the air interface. during this approach the user application will select the service category that most closely fits its expectations in terms of QoS and price of access. However it's going to be necessary to limit the quantity of categories of applications the user runs at the same time.

[4] during this paper, author proposes the thought of developing a completely unique QoS optimization architecture which will choose the user needs and knowing peak times of services utilization will save the bandwidth/cost factors. The planned design may be custom-made in line with the network usage priorities therefore on significantly improve a network’s QoS.
performance. The idea are refined by a field trial with real users once associate degree initial take a look at innovate controlled environments

[5] In this paper, author analyzed that a system combining extensions of 2 radio access technologies, IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.16 psychological feature needs. Real-world use cases for such handovers embrace responding to applications, operators, or users inquiring for higher information rates, lower prices, higher quality of service, or improved traffic management, further on changes in quality standing or coverage. Voice decision continuity (VCC) probably applies to 802.16m/802.11 VHT relinquishment. VCC will increase network quality.

[6] during this paper, author planned the QoS design and also the corresponding QoS signaling protocols to be developed within the IST project Daidalos. QoS management of the system, conjointly delineate through the Policy–based Management System, and a period Network observance system ready to aid in admission management with the results of active and passive measurements. Applicable to solely restricted set of obtainable ways.

**Implementing method:**

THE IEEE 802.16-series standards square measure expected to supply broadband wireless access for a spread of multimedia system services. Like alternative IEEE 802-series standards, IEEE 802.16 unit standardizes physical layer and Medium Access management (MAC) layer solely. to create an entire system, higher layers square measure still necessary. one in every of the foremost objectives of WiMAX Forum, thus, is to develop and standardize the WiMAX Forum specification, that is evolving into net Protocol (IP)-based wireless network. The design is depicted; the Access Service Network provides wireless radio access for WiMAX subscribers. It consists of 1 ASN entryway (ASN GW) and lots of base stations (BSs). Every ASN is connected to property Service Network that provides information processing property services.

A WiMAX receiver, that is additionally referred to as client Premise instrumentation (CPE), could have a separate antenna or may be a complete box or a PCMCIA card that inserted in a very portable computer or a personal computer. Access to a WiMAX base station is comparable to accessing a wireless access purpose (AP) in a very Wi-Fi network, however the coverage is additional. up to now one in all the most important restrictions to the widespread acceptance of WiMAX has been the price of CPE. this is often not solely the price of CPE itself, however additionally that of installation. In the past, Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) are preponderantly Line Of Sight (LOS), requiring extremely ball-hawking labor and a truck role to put in and supply a service to client . The conception of a self-installed CPE has been tough for BWA from the start, however with the appearance of WiMAX, this issue appears to be obtaining resolved Base Station (BS) A WiMAX base station contains of internal devices and a WiMAX tower. A base station will unremarkably covers the realm of concerning fifty kilometers or thirty miles radius, however another and environmental problems certain the boundaries of WiMAX vary to ten metric linear unit or half dozen miles. Any wireless user at intervals the coverage space would be ready to access the WiMAX services. The WiMAX base stations would use the media access management layer defines within the normal and would apportion transmission and downlink information measure to subscribers in step with their necessities on real time basis.
Call connection

In order to provide QoS guaranteed services, the subscriber station (SS) is needed to order the mandatory information measure from the bottom station (BS) before any information transmissions. so as to serve variable bit rate (VBR) applications, that generate information in variant rates and can't be shapely accurately, the SS tends to stay the reserved information measure to confirm that the QoS bonded services is provided.

Thus, it's possible that the quantity of information to be transmitted is a smaller amount than the quantity of reserved information measure. The reserved information measure might not be absolutely used all the time. though the quantity of reserved information measure is adjusted via creating information measure requests (BRs), the adjusted quantity of information measure is applied as early on following returning frame. The unused information measure within the current frame has no likelihood to be used. Moreover, it's terribly difficult to regulate the quantity of reserved information measure exactly. The SS is also exposed to the danger of degrading the QoS demand of applications as a result of the lean quantity of reserved information measure. The IEEE 802.16 network is connection-oriented. It provides the advantage of getting higher management over network resource to supply QoS bonded services.

If there square measure three or four base stations and there square measure nodes obtainable in every base stations. Any node that is moving and are available in intersection space of 2 base station and if it wish to speak with different base station, at a similar time if that base station node wish to speak along with his base station, the priority with run to intersection node and therefore the base station node is permit to attend in queue.

In MIP, load equalization and cargo management mechanisms are planned. the thought is that in line with totally different criteria, MSs are equally served by HAs or quality Anchor Points (MAPs). However, if the approaches mentioned in are utilized in WiMAX, the hundreds of the anchored and serving ASN GWs are all affected. The MSs can also got to perform each ASN Anchored quality And CSN Anchored quality throughout an inter-ASN relinquishment. The long relinquishment latency and high packet loss can degrade the service quality. On the opposite hand, in WiMAX, once acting ASN GW relocation, the load of the anchored ASN GW is reduced however the load of the serving ASN GW isn't affected. though the aforesaid techniques will scale back the load of the recent serving ASN GW, the load of the new serving ASN GW is exaggerated. Therefore, solely the Anchored MS has to perform ASN GW relocation to scale back the load of the Anchored ASN GW. The load of the Serving ASN GW is impertinent. Admission management (AC) is one in every of the resource management techniques to limit most quantity of traffic within the network to ensure service quality for subscribers.

In wireless and mobile networks, the AC algorithms ar far more sophisticated thanks to the movement of MSs. AN MS served in current network might move to a different network. The association of the MS could also be born if the desired resources within the target network can't be supported. it's usually united that keeping AN current association un-broken is additional vital than admitting a replacement MS. Therefore, a
relinquishment MS is given higher priority to access the network resources. For this purpose, the resources are divided and a few resources are preserved for the relinquishment MSs solely. This can be referred to as priority-based AC. Varied priority-based AC algorithms are planned. Here, we tend to discuss 2 ordinarily used priority-based AC rules: cutoff priority rule and new decision bounding algorithm. If the resource in one ASN GW is over-provisioned, the ASN GW might become a performance bottleneck. Another approach is that the quantity of BSs controlled by every ASN GW will be scaled right down to stop the resource overprovision. However, as a result of the quantity of BSs controlled by every ASN GW is reduced, this can cause several inter-ASN handovers.

**Result:**

Mobile user can request for communication without relay nodes. In annotation print the trust value of ECC of user. After verify only it will make communication.

Mobile user can make communication with wimax with help of relay nodes. In annotation calculate trustworthiness of user with help of ECC algorithm.

Delay graph shows clearly proposed work is less delay compared with existing technology. Energy based node selection via reduced more delay in packet delivered.

Throughput has more in proposed power technique. Selection of best mobile relay, it will reduce jitter and noise in data transfer between users.

**Conclusion:**

In our base model, the author studied the details about the mobile relay technique. In our enhancement model, we will introduce the some limits to mobile node become mobile relay. Due to the advancement in technology, most of the devices will have the quality to become mobile relay, in that situation it may chances to make problem and also unnecessary energy wastage for the mobile node. So to avoid the energy wastage, the mobile node will check whether it has enough power to act as a mobile relay or not, if node has enough power then node will check which has more power within the transmission range. If node has more power means it can become Mobile Relay. By this technique we can improve the power saving in each SS station.
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